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    01. Jolie Mome  02. Elle ou moi  03. Madame reve  04. Eu sei que vou te amar  05. Allee des
brouillards  06. Before the Dawn  07. Doralice  08. Both Sides Now  09. C’etait bien  10. A bout
de souffle  11. But Not For Me  12. Encore  13. Septembre    Virgine Teychené - vocals 
Gerard Maurin - bass, guitar  Stephanie Bernard - piano  Jean-Pierre Arnaud - drums  Olivier
Ker Ourio - harmonica    

 

  

On Encore, French jazz singer Virginie Teychene stands on the edges of collective memory and
draws us into an unexpected encounter with our own emotions. Partnered with a quintet, she
takes us by the hand and urges us to dance, over and over again, on this loving tribute to
chanson singers Claude Nougaro, Barbara and Alain Bashung. ---Editorial Reviews,
amazon.com

  

 

  

‘Et c’était bien…’ What do songs say? If music ‘expresses’ things and language ‘sings’ them,
the role of songs is to reveal the music of language! Nougaro, Barbara and Bashung all knew a
little about this… With this album, which is mostly devoted to them, Virginie Teychené stands on
the edges of collective memory and invites us to an unexpected encounter with our own
emotions. With the backing of a quintet which is fully on her side, she takes us by the hand and
urges us to dance, over and over again, with those who tried before she did to remember the
name of the petit bal perdu… --- mdt.co.uk
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